Political Science Majors
Study Abroad

Fulfill International Relations Module courses:

- **EAP Korea**
  Yonsei University
  *(courses in English)*

- **EAP Mexico**
  UC Center in Mexico City

- **EAP New Zealand**
  Various universities
  *(courses in English)*

- **EAP Singapore**
  National University of Singapore
  *(courses in English)*

- **EAP Chile**
  Various Universities

- **EAP China**
  Fudan University
  *(courses in English)*

- **EAP Hungary**
  Central European Studies
  *(courses in English)*

- **EAP Spain**
  Various universities

- **EAP Thailand**
  Thammasat University
  *(courses in English)*

And many more!

See details at
www.cie.uci.edu/academics/polisci.html

---

“Students majoring in Political Science can benefit a great deal from going abroad...They will be amazed to learn how differently governments operate in other countries, how citizens elsewhere view their political leaders, and the ways in which young people can make their opinions on politics felt in other places. They will be prepared to go on to exciting, internationally-relevant careers or to graduate school with far more interesting resumes than they could have if they stayed at home.”

Professor Solinger
Political Science

---
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